
Mounts easily to racks
or walls.

Stacks vertically.

Folds down or swings
open.

Multiple cable-entry
points.

CAT5 and CAT5e
versions.

Perfect for small-office
network applications.

The Hinged Fold-Down Panels
are the perfect alternative to

racks. They serve as a bench that
supports the patch panel during
termination. And they’re ideal
when access to the rear of a rack
or cabinet is limited.

Models are available in rack
and wallmount versions, and
CAT5 and CAT5e versions. The
wallmount versions not only hinge
down, but also swing out to the
side for maximum flexibility.

All Hinged-Fold Down Panels
allows the panel to be terminated
from the front. And the compact

The perfect solution if
you don’t have a lot of

space and a rack is more
than you need.

Key Features

FOLD-DOWN PANELS AND FRONT-ACCESS PATCH PANELS

design lets you squeeze in
multiple patch panels.

The Front-Access Panels
provide front-access termination
and patching in Category 5 and 5e
performance levels. Use these
panels to eliminate cable
congestion behind the panel.
These panels are perfect for use
in small-office network
applications as a convenient,
durable high-performance cross
connect. 

JPM200A and JPM201A are
fully assembled wallmount
versions. They include a 48-port

patch panel hinged to a 3.5-inch
(8.9 cm) cable-management
panel, and a wallmount bracket
with cable entry points on both
sides on the rear of the brackets.
JPM200A is the CAT5-compatible
version; JPM201A is CAT53-
compatible.

JPM202A and JPM205A
contain the 48-port patch panel
hinged to the cable-management
panel. These Panels are for direct
attachment to a relay rack or
cabinet and do not include a
wallmount bracket. JPM202A is
CAT53 compatible; JPM205A is
CAT5 compatible.
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Ports — JPM047A: 12; JPM048A:
24; JPM200A, JPM201A,
JPM202A, JPM205A: 48

Wiring — T568B

Size — JPM200A: 7"H x 19"W x 4"D
(17.8 x 48.3 x 10.2 cm); JPM205A:
7"H x 19"W x 1.5"D (17.8 x 48.3 x
3.8 cm); JPM201A, JPM047A:
2.5"H x 10"W x 1.5"D (6.4 x 25.4 x
3.8 cm); JPM202A, JPM048A:
3.5"H x 19"W x 1.5"D (8.9 x 48.3 x
3.8 cm)

Weight — JPM200A, JPM201A:
8 lb. (3.6 kg); JPM202A,
JPM205A, JPM048A: 4 lb.
(1.8 kg); JPM047A: 2 lb. (0.9 kg)

Specifications

Ordering Information
ITEM CODE
CAT5 Hinged Fold-Down Panels

Wallmount .............................................................JPM200A
Rackmount ............................................................JPM205A
(Does not include wallmount bracket.)

CAT5e Hinged Fold-Down Panels
Wallmount .............................................................JPM201A
Rackmount ............................................................JPM202A

CAT5e Front-Access Patch Panels
24-Port ....................................................................JPM047A
12-Port....................................................................JPM048A

Recognize any of these
situations?

• You wait more than 30
minutes to get through to a
vendor’s tech support.

• The so-called “tech” can’t
help you or gives you the
wrong answer.

• You don’t have a purchase
order number and the tech
refuses to help you.

• It’s 9 p. m. and you need help,
but your vendor’s tech
support line is closed.

According to a survey by Data
Communications magazine, 90%
of network managers surveyed
say that getting the technical
support they need is extremely
important when choosing a

vendor. But even though network
managers pay anywhere from 10
to 20% of their overall purchase
price for a basic service and
support contract, the technical
support and service they receive
falls far short of their
expectations—and certainly isn’t
worth what they paid.

At Black Box, we guarantee
the best value and the best
support. You can even consult our
Technical Support Experts before
you buy if you need help selecting
just the right component for your
application.

Don’t waste time and
money—call Black Box today.

Why Buy From Black Box? Exceptional
Value. Exceptional Tech Support. Period.


